The patterns of neurotransmitter and neuropeptide co-occurrence among striatal projection neurons: conclusions based on recent findings.
The neurotransmitter organization of striatal projection neurons appears to be less complex than once thought. Only 4 major evolutionarily conserved populations appear to be present. The neurons of two of these populations contain SP, DYN and GABA, with one of these two populations consisting of striatonigral projection neurons and the other of striatopallidal projection neurons. The two additional major populations of striatal projection neurons consist of striatopallidal and striato-nigral neurons that both contain both ENK and GABA. Although these conclusions greatly simplify the understanding of the organization of striatal projection neurons by suggesting that only a few major populations are present, these conclusions complicate understanding of neurotransmission between these neurons and their target areas by suggesting that each neuron utilizes multiple neuroactive substances to influence target neurons. Further studies will therefore be required to explore the mechanisms of neurotransmission by which striatal neurons communicate with their target areas.